
Shoveling Out From Under the Avalanche Of Lies!!! 
  

The investigation into the recent killing of 2 Municipal Employees / Police at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, is 
ATTEMPTING to point to the M.S.T.A. and members, or a member.  The report says say M.S.T.A. members are anti-
government, however that is a blatant falsehood and misrepresentation, as Moors, whether in the temple or not, are 
upholders of the law, specifically respecting the American National Constitution of 1791, and, are aware that any and 
all government entities authority is derived from that same Constitution as the Law of the American land.  As well, 
any and all government entities have the duty to protect, secure and preserve the rights / liberties of the people as 
scribed within the said Constitution, with specific limitations, and, no entity can be government if they are violating 
the Law of the Land.    
  

Moors are Moors whether members or not in the M.S.T.A.  It is interesting because we need to always maintain 
the integrity of what Prophet Noble Drew Ali put forth, however, just because MOST of the M.S.T.A's current 
leadership may deny and rebuke their own brethren and sistren Moors, due to the confusion caused by the infiltration 
via COINTELPRO some years ago; no Moor ought allow the lessons of Prophet Noble Drew Ali to be lost in the 
avalanche of lies that are being heaped upon them, as was prophesized would happen in these days and times, by 
Prophet Noble Drew Ali himself.   
. 

Moors are those who have been coined negros, coloreds, blacks, and African-Americans, making them a minority 
because of their ‘minor’ mind, or lack of knowledge regarding humanity, their own heritage, national principles, 
history and law (which cannot be separated), family and government.  These coins of negro, colored and black, DO 
NOT apply to natural flesh and blood beings.  Thus, the rallys and protest under “Black Lives Matter”, is more of an 
organized predatory ground for highwaymen, municipal employees (police), to generate revenue even when 
supposedly organized as a safe and peaceable assembly. It also breeds more murders, imprisonment and some who 
may come up on the "missing persons" list.  
  

For all who think  these recent ‘happenings’ are a script out of Hollywood, a conspiracy, not real, or have been 
scripted to be played out.  Look at this script, the King Alfred Plan, updated Rex84 Plan, written years ago, in regards 
to the 'minorities", and see if you think it is being played out today, right now.  

 There will be many cities where the ‘Minority’  will be able to put into the street a superior 
number of people with a desperate and dangerous will.  He will be a formidable enemy, for he 
is bound to the Continent by heritage and knows that political asylum will not be available 
to him in other countries.  The greatest concentration of the Minority is in the Deep South, the 
Eastern seaboard, the Great Lakes region and the West Coast. 

It is expected, therefore, that, when those objectives are denied the Minority, racial war must 
be considered inevitable.  When that Emergency comes, we must expect the total 
involvement of all 22 million members of the Minority, men, women and children, for once 
this project is launched, its goal is to terminate, once and for all, the Minority  threat to the 
whole of the American society, and, indeed, the Free World 

 …. We are confident that the Minority could hold any city it took for only a few hours. The 
lack of weapons, facilities, logistics — all put the Minority at a final disadvantage. 

In this electrifying age of information all is being exposed.  Our message to the people and the citizens, the 
reporters, to all those concerned in regards to uplifting Fallen Humanity and to the municipal employees (police) who 
are, and have been for a long time,  blatantly violating law and divine law.  "If you are really looking for the devil in 
this, look within”.  We offer excerpts from Chapter 3 - "Unity of Life".  

9. The higher self is the embodiment of truth, the lower self is truth reversed and so is  

falsehood manifest.  
10. The higher self is justice, mercy, love and right; the lower self is what the higher self is not.  

11. The lower self breeds hatred, slander, lewdness, murders, theft, and everything that harms, 

the higher self is mother of the virtues and the harmonies of life.  

12. The lower self is rich in promises, but poor in blessedness and peace; it offers pleasure, joy 

and satisfying gain; but gives unrest, misery and death.  

13. It gives men apples that are lovely to the eye and pleasant to the smell; their cores are full 

of bitterness and gall.  

“Cause and Effect is ALWAYS in effect.” 


